1.Introduction
The industrial computer vision measurement technique has increased dramatically in the past few years with considerable strides of the algorithm and system. Especially in the field of object tracking, robot controlling and aircraft navigating in the three-dimensional(3D) space, and so on, the vision measurement technique are more applied because of its convenient non-contact measurement means. The object 3D motion parameters detection methods based on the computer vision technique have been a research hotspot in the measurement field. To estimate from the image sequences 3D motion parameters of objects, it is necessary to establish correspondences between images. The binocular vision technique based on the discrete feature correspondence is widely used in the field of object's 3D motion parameters detection in vision measurement, because it has higher detection accuracy, flexibility and speed than the method based on light flow or the monocular vision technique based on the discrete feature correspondence. But it requests the exact feature matching, which often needs a great deal of time and work. Especially, in the binocular vision 3D motion object detection task, we need match not only the image of the same space point in the right camera and in the left camera, but also the image of the same space point in the different frames. So in recent years, lots of scientists work hard to look for an efficient, exact and convenient matching method, which is a challenging task for scientists and engineers. In [1] , points with high intensity variation are used as the matching feature. Edges [2] , straight line [3] and other aspects of the scene structure [4] are also applied as the matching feature. However, these feature correspondence methods have some problems. There exist a large number of potential candidates for matching, and no powerful scheme is available to select the correct one. In particular, if there exist multiple matches with similar or even same property on the same epipolar line, then we cannot disambiguate with only the property of image feature points. So the only application of the epipolar theorem to look for these features correspondence in the real image is difficult, even impossible because of presence of noise, object's relative motion, uniform illumination, etc. Moreover the epipolar constraint is inexistent in the sequence images of the same a camera. Lots of algorithms, such as cross-correlation [5] , hierarchical processing [6] , relaxation labeling [7] are proposed and applied in the sequence image feature matching to improve the matching accuracy in recent years. But the correspondence feature point's search and match in the real image on the basis of the above methods are computationally expensive. In this paper, we propose a new robust and simple feature matching approach that is used in the binocular vision 3D motion object detection, and design a set of special feature targets based on the principle that cross ratio value of the four collinear points is projective invariant. By putting several feature targets on the detected object and applying the cross ratio invariant algorithm, we can match not only the image of the same space point in the right camera and in the left camera, but also the image of the same space point in the different frames at the same time. The organization of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes triangulation algorithm and the binocular vision object 3D motion detection method based on the discrete feature point correspondence. Section 3 discusses the feature matching method proposed by us. Section 4 presents the simulation experiments and experiments for real images conducted by using the proposed method to validate the experiment result.
Binocular vision 3D motion object detection based on feature point correspondence

Triangulation
To detect object's 3D motion, 3D space coordinates of the feature points must be given. The use of a stereo camera system enables us to acquire object's 3D coordinates. In stereovision detection, triangulation is often applied in the computation of space point 3D coordinate. Then provided the geometry of the stereo CCD camera is known, the feature point 3D coordinate can be acquired using triangulation. Triangulation algorithm is shown as figure1.
Figure 
We know that three non-collinear points are necessary and sufficient to determine R and T uniquely. If we have four point correspondences, then we may solve the equation linearly. In practice, since the point correspondences are obtained from measurements, they are subject to error and therefore one prefers to work with more than three point correspondences. In this case, R and T can be obtained as a solution to the following least squares problem:
Least square problem can be solved by linear procedures using quaternions or by singular value decomposition.
3.The feature marching method based on cross ratio invariant
The cross ratio invariant algorithm
Because of the invariance, these measurements will be the same whether measured on a 3D object, or in an image of that object. Therefore, objects can be recognized in an image if their known invariants can be found [8] . Generally, invariants are based on collections of feature points extracted from an image, such as corners, line intersections, or circle centers. One invariant that has been widely used in computer vision is cross ratio, based on the distances between four collinear points [9] . The cross ratio is an invariant in perspective projection: the value is unchanged, regardless of the viewpoint [10] . Figure 2 Cross ratio invariant algorithm of four collinear points P1, P2, P3 and P4 If the same four collinear points can be found in different images of the same object, their ratios will be the same as the cross ratio measured. This work presents a novel method to match the correspondence feature by using the cross ratio invariant measurement in binocular vision sequence image motion detection.
The method proposed in this paper
In this paper, we design a kind of reference bar with five reflective markers and complete the correspondence feature matching based on the cross ratio invariant of five collinear points. When we want to know the object 3D motion parameters, we put several reference bars with different cross ratio values on the detected object. Through searching the different cross ratio value in the right camera image and in the left camera image, in the different frames images at the same time, the correspondence feature matching can be achieved. The special five points design makes the correct point correspondence easy be acquired. Because the method fully utilizes the projective invariance of the cross ratio of four points on the same a straight line as geometrical invariant constraint and takes into account some apriority geometrical knowledge of the feature target designed by us, the matching speed and accuracy are both enhanced. From the traditional four points cross ratio invariant principle, we known we cannot distinguish point1 and point4, point2 and point3 in the images because the reverse order four points' cross ratio value is invariant. This fetches some difficulties to the feature match task. For this reason, we design a kind of special straight rigid bar with five reflective markers based on cross ratio invariant principle. On the reference bar, the distance between arbitrary adjacent two markers is all calibrated in advance, the reference bar is showed in figure 3 . Figure 3 The reference bar designed by us Through the five markers on the same a straight line, we can acquire two cross ratio values RB as the cross ratio of five collinear points. Through applying the cross ratio value of five points, the point feature matching is more easy and faster, and meanwhile the matching has also the higher robust. From section2, we know we need only four points' 3D coordinate to linearly determine object's 3D motion parameter. So we only need to put two or more reference bars on the detected object, the object's 3D motion parameter can be acquired. When going on the feature matching in the right camera image and in the left camera image, in the different frames images, first we need compute the cross ratio value of arbitrary five points on same a straight line in all images. Arbitrary five points with the same cross ratio value in different images are treated as the same reference bar's image. Then the cross ratio value of five points (RB 14 B , RB 25 B ) can be applied to distinguish five points on the straight line and rank them. To heighten correspondence feature matching's accuracy, we make use of epipolar theorem to improve the matching result. From the epipolar theorem, we know in the right camera image and in the left camera image, the corresponding points must lie on corresponding epipolar lines. For this reason, we can eliminate some correspondence matching point with bigger error from the images according to formula (4)
Where dB 1 B and dB 2 B are respectively the vertical distance of the correspondence feature point to the correspondence epipolar line in the left, right images. is the constant evaluated according to the given image. This step more ensures the point correspondence's accuracy. After that, triangulation is used to determine the feature point's 3D coordinate. Meanwhile through computing the cross ratio value of five space points on the reference bar, the match error can be found and wiped off.
4.Experimental result
The proposed matching algorithm is implement in C++ and executed in a computer with Pentium4/2.4GHz. The synthetic and real data is applied to validate the algorithm's validity.
Simulation
The simulation task is completed by the following procedure: 1) 5 random lines inside a cube of side 2m are firstly generated.
2) The 5 points is selected randomly on the every line, and meanwhile the five points cross ratio value is different on different lines. 3) Project 25 points into the left and right image plane by using appropriate transformation matrices which simulated two cameras with effective picture elements 512x512 at a distance of 2500mm looking at the cluster of points and with their viewing line are parallel. 4) Make use of the proposed algorithm to complete feature matching The simulation result is show as figure 4 . By using the proposed matching method, we see the correspondence point in the different cameras can be matched correctly in the simulation result image, even when two feature points have nearer distance or there exit six or more collinear feature points.
Experiment for real image
In this section, an experimental result is provided on two frames image obtained from a world environment with a stereo camera (Dalsa-CA-D6 512*512). Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the results of applying our method to the stereo sequence image correspondence feature match. The detected reference bars motion with arbitrary 3D motion. By making use of the proposed matching algorithm, the correspondence feature points are matched between different images and the markers' 3D coordinate is acquired. Because every reference bar's cross ratio value is calibrated in advance, we validate the experiment result by computing every marker's 3D coordinate and the corresponding cross ratio value. In figure 5, figure 5(a1) and figure 5(b1) are respectively the first frame images of left and right cameras. The figure 5(a2) and figure 5(b2) are respectively the second frame images of left and right cameras. The figure 6 shows the results after the feature extraction, edge detection, the center of the circle computation and feature matching. The experiment result proves that the method can match the point feature correctly and fast in different images in binocular vision sequence image motion detection task.
Conclusion
This paper has described a new method for point feature matching based on cross ratio invariant in the binocular vision sequence image detection task. A kind of special reference bar with five reflective markers has been designed, and the distance between arbitrary two markers is calibrated in advance. The several reference bars with different cross ratio value are put on the motion object. The point features are extracted and the cross ratio value of arbitray five points on the same a straight is computed. Because the cross ratio values of these reference bars are known in advance, it is easy to distinguish and match the point feature in different images. Through the epipolar theorem, the matching accuracy is heightened again. After that, triangulation is used to determine the feature point's space coordinate. Through computing the cross ratio value of five space points on the reference bar, the match error can be found and eliminated. The experiment result proves that the feature point matching method is efficient when it is used in binocular vision sequence image motion detection task. 
